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Abstract 

The set of nonnegattve matrices of the large dimension is investigated and it 
proves that for the large dimensions the norm and main eigen-value of almost alt 
matrices are in the small neighbourhood of some "point". 

It is known that large dimension systems possess typical properties. It these 
systems by increasing the dimension, some parameters are stabilized, For instance, in 
physical; systems, where the dimension in calculated by the Avogadro number degree, 
the relations between the macro parameters (such as pressure, temperature and volume), 
are known and they exactly reflect the system state. 

In this aspect, it is important to study a class of non-negative matrices of large 
dimension that find Iheir essential application in mathematical economic, probability 
theory, small oscillations theory of elastic systems and etc. In the paper, it is shown that 
for a definite set from this class there is such a positive member in whose small 
neighborhood, leading eigen-values and norms of majority of matrices from this set are 
concentrated. In addition, by increasing the dimension, the conden the densability around 
"the concentration point" grows. Note that "the concentration point" depends on 
geometry of the studied set of real matrices of order n, considered as a subset of n2 -
dimensional Euclidean space. 

Let M(n) be a s r n, et of square non-negative matrices of orde
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leawhere Л(Л) is the ding eigen-value 
of the matrix A; fi,£,h are the given 
numbers satisfying the following 
conditions: fi>s>0, ju + s£h. 

Theorem. Let be given as much as 
desired small s>0. Then 
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for fi=—, where &(x) is a Heavyside Junction x)=\ , i.e. &{

Proof. The following inequalities hold for non-negative matrices: 


